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Decorative electroplated chrome coatings on plastics have been produced for decades. For environmental reasons, there has been a shift away from hexavalent chrome (Cr₆) to trivalent chrome (Cr₃) with increased investments towards elemental chrome PVD coatings to maintain the true chrome appearance. Stylists within industries such as automotive, still pine for the chrome look, but are looking for alternative solutions without the negative health impact of chrome electroplating and its processing effluents. For applications that must endure the sun, sand and highway, the acceptance criteria is increasing with exposures to a wider temperature range (from -70 to +150° C), higher levels of chemical attack from new highway deicing systems and from aggressive cleaning techniques. John A. Thornton [1] reported direct sputter deposition of chrome and other metals on ABS and base-coated ABS in 1975 and new developments continue to evolve to replace traditional decorative chrome plating.

Background

ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene) has been widely used as substrates for vacuum deposition and electroplating since the 1960s. The material is relatively inexpensive and can be easily injection molded, but for most applications where the part is directly exposed, or viewed through a clear lens, a base coating (of paint) to smooth the surface of blush and flow lines prior to vacuum deposition has been required. A more expensive plating grade ABS is used for components to be electroplated. PVD processing has greatly opened up the materials that can be directly coated including: ABS with polycarbonate (PC) blends, polyamide (PA), polyetherimide (PEI), polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), polystyrene (PS) and others.

In 1988, Truck-Lite Co. Inc., in Jamestown, NY, and Vergason Technology, Inc. (VTI®), in Van Etten, NY, began directly applying PVD coatings to PC without using a paint base coating. By placing the metalizing equipment next to the injection molding press, the parts were coated immediately after molding, while they were warm, dry, and free of fingerprints and dust (Figure 1). Class A mold finishes, eliminating the application of excessive mold release and timely cleaning the gas phase contamination from the mold surfaces were necessary to produce directly metalized mirror-like surfaces. After metalization, the substrates received the remaining processing steps in synchronous fashion until testing was completed and the parts were prepared for shipping. These techniques were the advent of lean manufacturing of PVD coatings which moved the metalization equipment upstream next to the injection molding operation.

Shortly after this, Vergason Technology expanded its in-house metalization and painting capabilities to process 4,500 Ford F150 truck center high mount stop lights per shift. These were injection molded by Truck-Lite and shipped to Vergason in specially designed containers, keeping the parts clean for processing within 24 hours of being molded (Figure 2).

Furthering this new processing technique, Vergason Technology presented its synchronous rapid cycle (<2 minute) PVD cell techniques in October 1995 to the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Fall Lighting Committee Forum in Sarasota, Florida.

Method Comparisons

Electroplated Chrome

The process steps of applying chrome and other metal coatings to plastic are very different when comparing electroplating and PVD. In electroplating, numerous chemical baths and rinses are required to deposit 15 to 30 microns of metal for producing a durable chrome appearance. Electroplating processing steps are well known and can include: clean-
ing, conditioning, neutralizing, acid etching, catalyzing, accelerating, nickel flash, copper plating, nickel plating, chrome plating and effluent care and disposal.

**PVD Chrome**

For decades, paint base-coating (lacquering) has been widely used to provide a clean and smooth surface for PVD metal coatings. These paints were usually thermally cured, requiring 30 to 45 minutes at temperature in ovens. Many of today’s paint base-coatings are ultraviolet (UV) cured in a matter of seconds, which increases quality yields by shortening the time the substrates are wet and prone to dust inclusion. Aluminum was the metal of choice due to its bright appearance and ability to expand and contract with the substrate without cracking. But, with as-produced reflectivity between 85 and 90%, aluminum can take on an inexpensive look and does not have the depth of appearance produced with chrome or stainless steel.

PVD chrome can be applied with three primary methods: directly to a smooth, as-molded substrate surface without a base-coating or clear coating (limited applications due to poor abrasion protection), over a base-coating (will require a thicker metal layer or be under a protective cover), or between a base-coating and clear coating. While newer environmentally safer low and non-VOC paints have been developed, PVD chrome that uses a base and/or clear coatings has paint waste stream effluent and disposal that must be managed.

**PVD Chrome Stress Management**

Today’s lean manufacturing processes that employ PVD coatings and in-chamber top coatings are supplying batches of coated parts with cycle times of 45 seconds to a few minutes. While these fast cycles have reduced the production costs and increased the quality yields, attention must be paid to the material selection and process set up. If deposited at too high a rate, chrome, a very hard material, can exhibit cracking after thermal cycling, usually without a degradation of adhesion. Some techniques actually use controlled cracking to allow for substrate expansion and contraction without loss of the chrome coating. There are many processing tools available to control cracking of chrome coatings, including: pulsed sputtering power supplies, alloying of the target material, multilayered deposition and customized process controls. *Figures 3 and 4* show some of these effects.

![Figure 3. Base-coated ABS plaques with 300nm of chrome sputter deposited. Magnification 100X. Chamber pressure maintained at 2 milli-torr during deposition. A: deposition at 310 w/in² sputtering target power; B: deposition at 130 w/in²; C: deposition at 310 w/in² with alloy target. Cracking patterns from “mud flat” to “bamboo” (not shown) can be controlled through process parameters. Photos: Vergason Technology continued on page 36
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An alternative mindset is to not even try to match plated chrome brightness and color, but instead develop new standards for PVD chrome. Even though PVD chrome appears slightly darker than plated chrome, it is not unpleasing to look at. In fact, to many, the color seems deeper and richer than conventional chrome. Unless samples of the two are placed side-by-side, only an expert would likely be able to notice the differences. If one were to insure all of the visual trim pieces on say a washing machine were produced via the same method, the aesthetics would be completely acceptable.

Another advantage of direct metalization is the ability to develop various gloss levels, and to create realistic durable appearances on the plastic parts. This is achieved by texturing the mold, to create a more custom look. Designers are looking for this flexibility, to supplement the traditional high gloss chrome for product differentiation and a premium look.

Durability Requirements
A key set of parameters which continue to dictate the development of PVD chrome are the environmental durability requirements. A general understanding of PVD chrome failure mechanisms would be helpful before launching into this section.

Chromium is a very hard metal. It has a very low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). It is self-passivating, and will not oxidize beyond a few molecular thicknesses at the surface. This protects its metallic shine without the need for secondary passivation treatments. These are all excellent properties from a durability point of view. However, they can present significant challenges when trying to deposit chrome on plastic. As is often the case, very hard materials like chrome also exhibit brittleness (Figure 3). Chrome is quite easily cracked if subjected to external stresses from thermal shock or impact. Intrinsic stresses can also be problematic, such as those created by CTE mismatch between the film and the substrate during deposition or in subsequent usage. The negative effects of these stresses can be minimized by keeping the chrome film as thin as possible, while still achieving the desired look. Films with thicknesses from 30 nm to 80 nm retain flexibility and will not fracture when subjected to moderate temperature excursions. However, these films are quite fragile when subjected to impact and abrasion and need secondary protection by a painted clear coat. Conversely, thicker chrome films of 200 nm to 600 nm exhibit excellent abrasion resistance, but often fail due to cracking, as discussed previously. Hence, the durability requirements often dictate which method, thick or thin, topcoat or no-topcoat, will be utilized. These requirements are unfortunately different for each general field of application, a few of which we touch on next.

Possibly the most difficult requirements belong to exterior automotive coatings. Coatings must pass thermal shock, thermal cycling to extreme temperatures, gravelometer testing, UV testing, and Florida/Az sun testing. The impact and shock requirements dictate a thin film of chrome with a clear-coat. However, most clear-coats do not have sufficient hardness to provide long term abrasion resistance, and many cannot pass the UV exposure or sun tests. For this reason, PVD chrome has not been deployed in any significant volume in the exterior automotive market.

Interior automotive trim is a much easier application. The abrasion specifications and UV exposure limits are more relaxed. In this application a thin chrome film with clear-coat can be the winner. Surfaces which are exposed are typically subject to only mild abrasion with a soft cloth and certain chemicals for cleaning. Testing protocol varies widely per application and can include interesting tests for specific chemical resistance, such as sunscreen, mustard, cleaning chemicals, hand cream, etc. Additionally, if the trim piece will be permanently mounted behind...
a protective cover, such as inside an instrument panel, the thin chrome film does not need the clear-coat.

The appliance market offers great opportunities for PVD chrome (as well as other metallic finishes, such as stainless steel). Abrasion, chemical, and thermal requirements are all moderate. Most of the chrome on laundry appliances today is hexavalent chrome plating produced in China. Many American-based manufacturers have expressed interest in “on-shoring” these parts. In this market, a key challenge is color-matching. As the industry migrates toward PVD chrome, there will likely be an extended period of time where plated and PVD chrome are both utilized.

Conclusion

PVD coatings and methods are rapidly advancing as a replacement for decorative electroplated chrome in the automotive, appliance, consumer products and other markets. The ability to fully process the components in a synchronous fashion from molding to shipping is saving much time and cost, and is helping American manufacturers compete with off-shore processing that still use Cr6 materials. It is not surprising that companies active in this arena wish to keep their processes secret. The PVD chrome market is substantial, and while new technologies and know-how are being developed the “holy grail” will be to provide a cost-effective direct metalized PVD chrome appearance with no base-coat or clear-coat, exhibiting the same color, brightness, and environmental durability as electroplated chrome.
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